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ADINSTRUMENTS

MLT321/MLT322 Human Pulse Oximetry
Transducer Series

Description

The MLT321 SpO2 Finger Clip and MLT322 SpO2 Ear Clip  Transducers are 
used to measure blood oxygen saturation (SpO2) in finger or ear lobe tissue 
respectively.  Quick and easy to apply, these transducers are ideal for spot 
checking and short-term continuous monitoring of SpO2. They are both 
suitable for use with the ML320 Oximeter Pod.

Operation

The transducers connect to the 9 pin D-type connector at the rear of the Oximeter Pod. Short pulses 
of light at two different frequencies are transmitted through the tissue from semiconductor light 
emitting diodes in the transducer.  The intensity of the transmitted light is measured and the ML320 
Oximeter Pod produces a signal scaled to read in % SpO2. 

Application

Designed for applications where little transducer motion is expected.
The MLT321 SpO2 Finger Clip is suitable for use in subjects over 30 kg (66 lb)
The MLT322 SpO2 Ear Clip is suitable for use in subjects over 40 kg (81 lb).

Typical Data

Reduction and recovery of SpO2 in finger pulsatile tissue during cuff  occlusion of the upper arm.
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Caution
Read “Statement of Intended Use” on our website or in “Getting Started with PowerLab” before use.

Ordering Information:

MLT321 SpO2 Finger Clip
MLT322 SpO2 Ear Clip

For use with:
ML320 Oximeter Pod

Specifications

Operating Principle: Non-invasive blood oxygen saturation 
 (SpO2) determination using red and infrared light passing 

through pulsating blood in vascular tissue.
Saturation range: 70 to 100% 
Accuracy (70 - 100% saturation): ±2% of full scale for adults using Finger Clip sensor 

 ±4% of full scale using Ear Clip sensor
Measurement wavelengths: Red (660 nm)
 Infrared (910 nm)
Connector: 9 pin D-type
Cable length: 3.1m (10.2') Finger Clip
 3.75m (12.3') Ear Clip

All specifications were tested at the time of printing and are subject to change.

Caution
Read “Statement of Intended Use” on our website or in “Getting Started with PowerLab” before use.


